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Who’s backing bridging?
In an epic quest to find out how the UK bridging market
is funded, Bridging & Commercial spoke to 45 lenders to
find out what funding models they used

F

or over 10 years, Bridging & Commercial has
been the go-to resource for specialist finance
news, features and updates. Our flagship website has thrived throughout various economic
and political changes and remains the reliable
home of exclusive and breaking news for the discerning
intermediary.
In January 2019, we published our very first issue of the
Bridging & Commercial Magazine in all its printed glory.
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With several issues below our belt, we feel that we’ve
delivered on these promises. Our unwavering attention to
detail, both aesthetic and journalistic, has earned us an early
loyal following–one which we expect to see grow steadily
into 2020 and beyond.
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We promised to challenge the boundaries of what a trade
publication can be; to elevate conversation from anecdotal
to thoroughly researched and interrogated; to showcase
individuals and companies in ways never seen before; and
to give you a reason to once again pore over a magazine—
from cover to cover.

The sector has trusted us with its most delicate and controversial subject matters, safe in the knowledge that we
give these important topics the respect and treatment they
deserve. Not ones to shy away from digging deep, we’ve
brought many a theme into the light with the help and support of industry experts and you, the reader.
We want this magazine to continue to reflect our nuanced,
interesting market and its people, providing a true reflection of everything there is to celebrate, work towards and
stand together for.
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Reach
• Published 6 times per year
• Circulation is 2,000 per issue on average
• Our digital version of the magazine is accessed by
over 1,000 online subscribers per month

Where are our readers based?

London + SE + SW

57%

• We promote the digital magazine via email
marketing to a database of over 7,000

• The magazine is shared via our social media

channels, Twitter (3,500 followers) and LinkedIn

Other

43%

• A proportion of the magazines are distributed at
industry events and exhibitions

What does our reader look like?
PR and media

7%

Other

8%

Professional services inc solicitors,
surveyors, recruitment, IT etc
Lenders, funders
Advisors, brokers, intermediaries
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What are our readers interested in?
Bridging, short-term

36%

Commercial

21%

Development, equity, mezzanine

21%

11%
Residential, 2nd charge
20%

SME, asset and business ﬁnance
55%

BTL

8%
7%
6%
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Editorial guidelines

W

e are committed to providing our loyal readership with objective and original news stories that offer not only a deep insight
into the markets we report on, but something educational that intermediaries can learn from and which helps build their
knowledge. Our audience should understand that our decisions are not influenced by outside interests and trust us to be fair,
responsible and impartial. We are dedicated to achieving the highest standards of accuracy when looking to establish the truths of stories.
Our editorial values apply to all our content, whether created by us or industry contributors.
Each issue of the Bridging & Commercial Magazine will be written and edited exclusively by our dedicated in-house editorial team, to
ensure it adheres to our house style and values. As a rule, we do not accept contributed content, unless it is for our separate sponsored
supplements. Instead, we personally seek out relevant and knowledgeable professionals to give an expert perspective on specific areas of
the market to help us with our article research. As a result, we have full editorial control of the Bridging & Commercial Magazine. We
endeavour to provide original and informative stories and features, all backed by either our own research, industry sentiment or official
sources. We will avoid publishing quotes in our interviews as facts, which are based on rumour or information from other news outlets and
cannot be substantiated.
Forward Features
We often get asked if we have a forward features list; however, we have decided to take the same stance as we do on
bridgingandcommercial.co.uk by coming up with our timely feature ideas on an issue-by-issue basis. Our position on this is that we are
known for capturing the exact mood of the bridging and commercial finance sectors, which can ultimately change at any moment owing
to—among other possible circumstances—unforeseen political, economic, regulatory and business-related changes. Our editorial team
canvasses the market ahead of every magazine edition to find out what the most pertinent issues are for us to be reporting on. We welcome
ideas during this period from all relevant companies and individuals within them.
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What they say

Bridging just
got bigger

Andrew Bloom, founder and CEO, Masthaven:
“Bridging & Commercial is our go-to publication when it
comes to keeping on top of breaking news, exclusive
interviews and product updates in the bridging industry.
Thanks to its clear direction and unrivalled position of
authority, B&C is the ideal platform to reach our target
broker market.”
Rob Jupp, group CEO at Brightstar Financial
and Sirius Finance: “There are few publications that
match Bridging & Commercial for quality, originality and
attention to detail. It’s an excellent demonstration of how
far our industry has come in a short time
and from
the scale
of
Rates
0.58%
the opportunity we all have.”
Loans from £750k - £5m
Jonathan Samuels, founder and CEO, Octane
Capital: “Always topical content, thoroughly
No exitresearched
fees
and presented in an engaging way...a must-read for
Bespoke service delivered
professionals in the short-term lending industry. Caron and
by smart underwriters
the team have taken it to the next level with this.”

Plus

Get in touch

Marc Goldberg, commercial CEO, Together: “I am so
impressed020
by this7036
magazine;
the B&C team should be very
2000
proud of what
they’ve created.”
masthaven.co.uk

Why Cabot
acquired
MSP
WORDS BY THEO OSBORN

After Cabot Square Capital acquired
a majority stake in MSP Capital late
last year, Bridging & Commercial
Magazine spoke to both parties to
find out how and why the deal took
place and what it means for the
future of the bridging lender

Kris Corns, operations director, Crystal Specialist
Finance:
“The
new B&C magazine is one of our must-read
For
intermediaries
only.
Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and
publications.
The
articles
always
the Prudential Regulation Authority
(Firm are
Reference
numberuseful
719354). and informative
For full terms and conditions please visit www.masthaven.co.uk
and written in a very refreshing and interesting style—a
must read for any specialist mortgage broker.”
bridging just got bigger advert v2.indd 1
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Production schedule
ISSUE 3 MAY/JUNE 2019

Issue

Booking
deadline

Copy
Release date
deadline

Sep/Oct 2019

10th Aug

2nd Sept 1st week in Oct

Nov/Dec 2019

10th Oct

2nd Nov Last week in Nov

Jan/Feb 2020

10th Dec

2nd Jan

Mar/Apr 2020

10th Feb

2nd Mar 1st week of April

May/Jun 2020

10th Apr

2nd May 1st week of Jun

Jul/Aug 2020

10th June 2nd Jul

Sept/Oct 2020

10th Aug

2nd Sept 1st week of Oct

Nov/Dec 2020

10th Oct

2nd Nov 1st week of Dec

Bridging & Commercial

1st week of Feb

1st week of Aug
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Supplements/special publications

E

ach issue of the magazine will be
accompanied by an educational
supplement or similar, delivered in
partnership with some of the industry’s
most prevalent thought leaders. These
shorter publications will aim to lift the
lid on topics previously explored or
introduced on the B&C website, or via
our online sister publications, Development
Finance Today and Specialist Banking. We
have paved the way in these niche areas
since 2014 and it seems only right that
we expand our print offering to cover the
burning issues that exist in these parts of
the market, too.
We are open to collaborating on
different ideas that are of industry-wide
importance. Ideally, these takeaway
booklets will provide the perfect amount
of intense insight into a particular
product, both informing and improving
readers’ confidence in these areas.

GUIDE TO VAT
FUNDING
Guide to funding
purpose-built student
accommodation

in association with Vatbridge

BRIDGE

in association with

BRIDGE
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I

n the last issue of
Bridging & Commercial,
we explored the true
growth of the bridging
market and the lack
of improvement in
conversion rates. This
time around, I examine
how the lack of change
in where the bridging
market is getting its
distribution from is
possibly having an
impact on these factors.
If this were to shift going forward, what sort
of influence could this have on the success of
the sector?
According to the Association of Mortgage
Intermediaries (AMI), there are currently
around 13,000 mortgage and protection
brokers, 4,000 investment advisers
(who also do mortgages), and roughly
4,000 mortgage advisers employed by
lenders, either in branch or on telephone.
This is said to be split roughly 50:50
between directly authorised (DA) and
appointed representatives (ARs). A
freedom of information request from
Bridging & Commercial to the FCA also
revealed that there are 13,230 introducer
ARs versus 5,315 DA firms. This is a
sizeable pool of AR introducers.
But, are bridging lenders making use of
this opportunity? To find out, I contacted 30
bridging lenders of all shapes and sizes to
understand where their bridging business
was originated from in the past two years.
Our research found that the way that
lenders’ bridging business was originated
had barely changed in 2017 and 2018.
Looking at the average over the two years,
intermediaries stood steady at 57%,
followed by packagers, master brokers and
distributors at 24%. Direct and ‘other’
business tallied at 16%.
Interestingly, I found that a mere 2.6% of
business was derived through networks in
2018. Again, this figure has hardly moved
since 2017 (2.1%), hinting that—over the
past two years—the number of network ARs
in the bridging space has not changed. This is
despite bridging interest rates hitting record
lows and the industry, according to some
observers, becoming more ‘mainstream’.
IS THE FIGURE
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE
INDUSTRY?
When I contacted a variety of mortgage
networks to understand why the number
was so low, I was surprised by the lack
of responses to my questions. In some
instances, I was told that bridging wasn’t
really ‘their bag’ or simply just a subject
they didn’t want to comment on. Was this a

Cover story

tell-tale sign of why networks originated the
least amount of bridging business out of all
other distribution channels last year?
Vikki Jefferies, proposition director at
mortgage network PRIMIS and PTFS,
feels that this figure is likely to be a fair
representation of bridging originations.
“Bridging isn’t a core activity for many
networks. The majority of advisers are
working hard and doing a great job of
managing mainstream lending business,
particularly in the remortgage and purchase
markets,” she explains. “That’s not to say
we don’t deal with bridging cases within
our network—they just tend to be in more
niche cases.”
This makes sense, considering the value of
gross mortgage advances in the year to Q3
2018 stood at £73.5bn, a stark contrast to
the annual UK bridging completions figure,
which was said to be around the £4bn mark.
Regardless, it’s important that ARs are still
aware and able to offer bridging finance as a
solution, if needed.
Rory Joseph, director at JLM Mortgage
Services, says that as most mortgage
networks primarily deal with first charge
mortgage business, he expects the figure
to be low. “Many larger networks do not
allow their brokers to advise on bridging
at all, or restrict their ability to do so,
which has a significant impact on business
origination,” he claims. “Despite the
MMR changes, bridging lending is often
wrapped up with commercial lending in
many brokers’ minds, hence is often shied
away from.” Despite this, he is surprised
the figures have barely changed year-onyear. “We have seen a significant increase
in our own bridging business over this
time period. We would question why this
is not the case with other networks, given
that they hold themselves up as providing
whole-of-market, holistic advice.”
Helen Harris, director at Julian Harris
Adviser Networks, claims that regulated
networks offering both regulated and
unregulated bridging have comprehensive
affordability and suitability procedures,
meaning that business from networks
is lower risk to lenders in terms of
borrower defaults—particularly in times
of recession—and for advisers in terms of
future complaints. “Non-regulated bridging
brokers are not constrained necessarily
by ‘responsible lending’ and evidencing
suitability and affordability,” she claims,
believing that this largely explains why
less bridging business originates through
networks. Despite this, she feels the 2.6%
figure is likely to be inaccurate as many
bridging cases are originated by networks
but does not get accurately recorded by
lenders or their distribution partners.
A spokesperson from TenetLime believes

the figure to be “very low” based on how
much mortgage business goes through
networks, with bridging being much more
specialist and requiring advice. Despite this,
when I ask how much of its AR members’
business currently goes to bridging lenders,
it says it makes up circa just 0.3% of its
overall business.
Kevin Thomson, sales director at Connect
for Intermediaries, a specialist network,
says that the demand is there from its
members, however, the split of its business
can’t be compared to other networks as
its residential mortgage business will be
proportionally smaller, while its BTL,
commercial and bridging will be larger. As a
result, Kevin disputes the 2.6% figure.
Synergy Commercial Finance, another
specialist network, has also seen strong
growth in enquiries, with bridging
completions more than doubling from 2017
to 2018. This is supported by the growing
number of commercial brokers joining
the network, but is also closely linked to
the work it has done with its partners to
enhance knowledge and understanding of
the sector. “Synergy only recruits individuals
with relevant sector experience resulting
in good levels of engagement across all the
sectors we operate in,” says Piotr Twaits,
sales director at Synergy Commercial
Finance. “Other networks’ roots and
recruitment policies are different to ours,
which may explain lower engagement within
the bridging market.” Synergy runs regular
CPD events to support knowledge and
understanding. “We have had strong feedback
from our commercial brokers stating that
bridging forms a vital part of the offering
they have. Without bridging availability, they
would struggle to deliver transactions.”
Curiously, Vikki believes that the need for
quick outcomes and short-term access to
funds, which bridging loans provide, has
actually lessened over time. “This is partly
down to lenders going to great lengths to
widen their lending criteria, product ranges
and rates, making their core products much
more accessible to customers,” she says,
adding that efficiencies, such as speeding
up the end-to-end mortgage process, have
also reduced the need for bridging. “While
bridging certainly has its role to play in
more complex cases, there are now a huge
range of products available on the market,
providing customers with a range
of options.”
Robert Sinclair, chief executive at AMI,
echoes this, saying that for residential
consumers, there is “limited demand”
for bridging finance. “In the areas of
development and commercial finance where
bridging finance provides a vital component,
there are a wide range of specialist firms
and advisers who deliver great solutions.

“MANY LARGER
NETWORKS DO
NOT ALLOW
THEIR BROKERS
TO ADVISE ON
BRIDGING AT
ALL, OR RESTRICT
THEIR ABILITY TO
DO SO, WHICH HAS
A SIGNIFICANT
IMPACT ON
BUSINESS
ORIGINATION”
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Rate card

Zeitgeist

The plight
of bridging
surveyors

Surveyor and
valuation services
are key when
it comes to certainty and risk
management in the bridging market.
Until recently, the majority of Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyorsregistered firms have been able
to access competitively priced
professional indemnity (PI) insurance.
While conditions have been favourable
and there has been sufficient capacity
among insurers, the market is now
said to be hardening for the first
time in years. In such a scenario, it is
the smaller and more nimble valuers
and surveyors—crucial to the fast
turnarounds that are the hallmark of
the bridging sector—that are likely to
Words by
simon thompson be affected first

PRINT ADVERTISING
Back cover for 6 issues @ £7,000
Inside front or inside back for 6 issues @ £6,000
Full-page @ £900 / £5,000 for 6
DPS @ £1,600
Half-page @ £600 /£3,400 for 6
Front cover package @ £4,000

•
•
•
•
•

Belly wrap
Insert
Editorial featured on cover
Branding on contents page
Full-page advert

Property
Finance,
Done
Differently.
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Exclusive

SUPPLEMENTS
1 sponsor per publication @ £3,000 each

•
•
•
•

12/16pp
Full-page advert inside front and back cover
Branding throughout
Content direction driven by you
Print inserts/outserts/belly wraps/barn-folds/false
covers – POA
All prices excludeVAT

T

his time last year, Hampshire Trust Bank’s
(HTB) specialist mortgages offering was
likely to have been on your radar, but you
may have been unsure why. In a bid to transform
this perception (or lack thereof), the bank has
decided to completely redefine and relaunch this
particular division—with assistance and direction
from a trio of industry heavyweights—and is
currently embarking on a major distribution

Targeting the

drive. Is it paying off? In January alone, the
specialist mortgages team approved over £130m
worth of DIPs, up from £20m the year before. And,
according to the lender, this is just the beginning.
13
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Advertising options

BARN DOOR COVER

A wrap-around effect for the cover section, providing
two half-width vertical pages, opening from the centre
to reveal a hidden cover section. Perfect for product
launches and brand announcements.

Bridging & Commercial

BELLYBANDS

A paper band usually printed on one side only. Affixed
by hand and joined with glue at the back. We can facilitate various sizes up to half the height of the magazine.

6PP OR 8PP COVER SECTION

These are fold-out cover sections sometimes called
gatefolds or double gatefolds. They can be positioned to
throw out from the front or the back cover providing
either two or four additional pages.
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Advertising options

ROLL-FOLD OR GATEFOLD

Pages within the publication which
throw out to provide extra space for advertising messages, ideal for generating
more interest that a typical single page
advert. They can be positioned to throw
out from either the left or right, providing two or four additional pages.

Bridging & Commercial

BOUND-IN INSERTS

These can be printed on a different
stock to the rest of the magazine and
special finishes can be applied such as
spot gloss UV or lamination.

SPREADMARKERS

A paper band usually printed one side
only, very similar to a bellyband. They
are affixed by hand to the outer cover
and affixed to either side of an internal
double-page spread.

TIP-ONS

This gives advertisers the opportunity
to do something interactive with their
advert, by way of adding a separate
printed item that can be removed/
pulled off to unveil something else or
be kept on its own. Great for special
promotions/offers and reveals. Items
are affixed by hand with a glue dot to
any position required.
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Say hello

Caron Schreuder

Managing Director
t. 0203 818 0162
m. 07903 422 325
e. caron@medianett.co.uk

Beth Fisher

Editor-in-chief
t. 0203 818 0165
m. 07786430949
e. beth@medianett.co.uk

Simon Thompson

Senior Magazine Reporter
t. 0203 818 0166
m. 07946150587
e. simon@medianett.co.uk
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Not sure how
exactly to make your
brand stand out?
Invite us for coffee
and we’ll talk you
through it, using
physical examples of
campaigns, inserts
and outserts to
inspire and motivate.
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